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Do you want to support?
This is a community festival organized
by a local association and many, many
partnerships that will make Bluegrass

and Trafaria appear on the map.
Support us!

 

Festival
Four international bands and one portuguese

band will perform in various spaces in the
village of Trafaria, making it a

musical village, which will so welcome this
international community. In addition, several

side activities will take place, with the
purpose of showing Bluegrass music and the

village of Trafaria known to its visitors.
 

You will be able to meet, socialize and enjoy
great moments with masterclasses, music

and dance workshops, tours, guided tours of
the village, street entertainment, gastronomy
and spontaneous musical moments between

local musicians and guest artists.
 

Contact
info@trafariabluegrass.pt
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Bluegrass music is a form of American
folk and traditional music, with roots in

the traditional music of the
Appalachian Mountains. 

 
Although it can be linked to Country

music, its origins reflect much deeper
the influences of celtic music from the
brittish isles and of jazz and blues from

the african-american roots. 
 

Mainly stringed and acoustic
instruments are used, such as banjo,

acoustic guitar, mandolin, dobro, fiddle
and double bass. 

 
As in jazz, the instruments intersperse
with the vocals and take turns in solos
and improvisations while the others do

the accompaniment. The musical
themes are approached in a cheerful

way and with lyrics of different themes. 
 

The name originated in the state of
Kentucky, in the interior of the United

States, a state that is known as the
bluegrass State (a typical grass of this
area). In Portugal, Stonebones & Bad

Spaghetti represent this style.Heritage

Gastronomy

Trafaria, a riverside village in the
municipality of Almada, where the

Tagus river meets the sea. 
 

A place of History and memories,
with architectural and natural
heritage that you will want to

know. This is the ideal place for
holding a Bluegrass festival. 

 
Its location, size, tradition of

hospitality and surroundings, with
the Tagus river and Lisbon on the

other bank, are the perfect
ingredients to attract local and

foreign populations, enthusiasts of
this style of music, to spend an

unforgettable weekend. The
richness of the different spaces, the
gastronomy, heritage and lifestyle
of its people, will make this event 

a unique experience that
 you will not want to miss.!
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